December Newsletter
Hello Frugality, goodbye to the "good life"!
This past year has shut the door on Americans' ferocious appetite for luxurious
lifestyles.

Many Americans now feel the squeeze of a penny-pinching market.

Adaption will be the new buzz word.
During the bubble days we had extra money and discovered credit to be readily
available. We enjoyed the feeling that we were rich. Now our bubble has burst
and we are all worried about job security. It is not a presumed gift anymore.
We have little trust in the economy bouncing back and many in the banking
industry say we are in a 5 yr. sideway trance. We are all worried about inflation
and rising taxes.
Our shopping for housing is headed for cheaper alternatives and more frugal
lifestyles. We are now in a "new age of value". Value is what the consumer is
focusing on.

Frugality has taken hold and it appears to have 'staying power'.

Luxury real estate has seen the reduction of price and demand as part of this
new age. It is not "cool" to live in abundance in today's world.

Many luxury

owners are reluctant to understand this changing market. Continually I hear "I
have ....in my home and I need to get that amount out"

WRONG!! Their home

needs to be priced more in line with the home pricing of today instead of prices
that they paid during the inflated "Iiar loan" market. What they paid for their
home, and what they will get may not be close. Financing is increasing difficult
to secure. Any loan over $500,000 is difficult to get in this market.
fewer applicants are qualifying.
to "play the market".

Fewer and

If you have a luxury home, now is the time not

Price the home to the market of today. You are

competing against 2 million dollar homes selling for one million in the
foreclosure market. Seek an appraisal from a qualified appraiser. Price your
home for a sale, or remove the home from the market until the market takes a
more favorable turn. Sadly to say expect more luxury homes to fall in 2010 due
to foreclosures.

